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CATALOGUE
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Finish Line Pets (FLP, LLC), home of the
“Vet Worthy” brand, is a prime manufacturer
of animal wellness products for companion
animals located in Tempe, Arizona. We specialize
in a variety of delivery systems for branded
and private label pet care products including chewable tablets, soft
chews, capsules, lotions, creams, gels, pastes, as well as medical
supplies for our four legged friends.
Our unique solution products for dogs and cats are made with
innovative formulas and held to the highest manufacturing standards.
All of our products are developed by veterinarians using naturally
sourced ingredients for specific animals needs and conditions.
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A division of FLP, LLC

Our 250,000 square foot manufacturing facility and warehouse
distribution center located in Tempe, Arizona.

vetworthy.com | 480-436–0823
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Finish Line Pets has a brand new state of the art cGMP certified facility,
built in 2016. Our in-house laboratory is an advanced technology
analytical facility with cutting edge equipment. We provide expert
chemical analysis of incoming raw materials as well as all finished
products, including the analysis of minerals, vitamins, botanical, herbal
and phyto-chemicals.
Our laboratory participates in National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) Dietary Supplement Laboratory Quality Assurance
Program (DSQAP) studies for trace metals, minerals, vitamins and
other active ingredients in nutraceuticals.
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A division of FLP, LLC

All analytical procedures are fully documented for GMP
compliance needs. Additionally, we have experienced method
development and validation chemists on staff.

vetworthy.com | 480-436–0823
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JOINT STRENGTH
Vet Worthy® Joint Support is recommended to ease
joint stiffness due to normal daily exercise and
activity. This veterinarian formulation enhances the
functions of the joint and connective tissue and is
an enticing liver flavor your dog will love.
LEVEL 1
CHEWABLE JOINT SUPPORT 60ct
Item # 0064

JOINT STRENGTH
Item # 0066

Item # 0065

Item # 0071

Item # 0027
Item # 0070

Item # 0064

LEVEL 3
CHEWABLE JOINT SUPPORT 180ct
Item # 0071

LEVEL 3
SOFT CHEW JOINT SUPPORT 30ct
Item # 0027

LEVEL 1
CHEWABLE JOINT SUPPORT 180ct
Item # 0065

LEVEL 3
CHEWABLE JOINT SUPPORT 60ct
Item # 0070

LEVEL 1
CHEWABLE JOINT SUPPORT 300ct
Item # 0066
Item # 0089

Item # 0025

Item # 0026

Item # 0067

Item # 0068

Item # 0087

LEVEL 1
SOFT CHEW JOINT SUPPORT 30ct
Item # 0025

LEVEL 4
CHEWABLE JOINT SUPPORT 60ct
Item # 0087

LEVEL 2
SOFT CHEW JOINT SUPPORT 30ct
Item # 0026

LEVEL 2
CHEWABLE JOINT SUPPORT 60ct
Item # 0067

LEVEL 2
CHEWABLE JOINT SUPPORT 180ct
Item # 0068
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Item # 0121

LEVEL 4
CHEWABLE JOINT SUPPORT 180ct
Item # 0089

MATURE JOINT
SOFT CHEW JOINT SUPPORT 30ct
Item # 0121
Veterinarian formulation is recommended for more comfortable
golden years by helping to maintain
mobility and flexibility. Key ingredients of Turmeric, Boswellia, MSM
and Vitamin C which support a
healthy inflammatory response.

Item # 0123

JOINT + HEMP Soft Chew 30ct
Item # 0123
This proprietary blend helps to enhance
functions of the joint and connective
tissues. Key ingredients of Hemp Powder,
Hemp Seed Oil, and Hemp Full Spectrum.

A division of FLP, LLC
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WILD SALMON OIL BLEND 8oz
Item # 0056

SKIN & COAT

VITAMIN & MINERAL
Item # 0058

Recommended to support healthy skin and coat for
dogs. This veterinarian formula includes natural EPA
& DHA omega-3 fatty acids and has an enticing fish
flavor your dog will love.

Item # 0095

Item # 0073

Item # 0057

Item # 0074

Item # 0056

Item # 0075

PUPPY MULTI CHEWABLE 60ct
Item # 0073
Recommended to support nutritional needs in
dogs under one (1) year of age. This veterinarian scientifically balanced formula is an enticing
liver flavor your dog will love.

100% WILD ALAKAN SALMON
OIL 16oz
Item # 0095

ADULT MULTI CHEWABLE 60ct
Item # 0074
Recommended to support nutritional needs in
dogs over one (1) year of age. This veterinarian
scientifically balanced formula is an enticing
liver flavor your dog will love.

WILD SALMON OIL BLEND 15.5oz
Item # 0057

Item # 0093

WILD SALMON OIL BLEND 32oz
Item # 0058
Item # 0028

Item # 0072

SENIOR MULTI CHEWABLE 60ct
Item # 0075
Recommended to support nutritional needs in dogs
over (7) years of age. This veterinarian scientifically
balanced formula is an enticing liver flavor your dog
will love.

Item # 0111

SKIN & COAT SOFT CHEW 30ct
Item # 0028

Recommended to support healthy skin and coat in
dogs. This veterinarian formulation is an enticing
salmon flavored soft chew your dog will love.

MILK REPLACEMENT 12 oz
Item # 0093
This veterinarian formulated nutritional supplement
is enriched with colostrum and is recommended for
puppies, pregnant, lactating elderly or recovering dogs.

CHEWABLE BREWERS YEAST 300ct
Item # 0072

Recommended to support healthy skin and coat in
dogs. This veterinarian formulation is made with
garlic and is an enticing flavored chewable tablet
your dog will love.

CHEWABLE SEASONAL ALLERGY 60ct
Item # 0111

Recommended to help support dogs with skin, coat
and seasonal allergies.
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BITTER SPRAY 8oz
Item # 0036
Recommended to stop damaging and unwanted chewing,
biting, gnawing, and licking, even for bandaged areas.
This veterinarian formulated solution is a safe, bitter taste
deterrent your dog will dislike.

SPECIAL NEEDS

SPECIAL NEEDS

CHEWABLE BLADDER AID 75ct
Item # 0076
Recommended to help promote proper urine and mineral
balance and maintain normal bladder health and control.
This veterinarian formulation is in an enticing liver flavored
chewable tablet your dog will love.

Item # 0115

Item # 0035
Item # 0076
Item # 0077

Item # 0029

Item # 0036

BITTER SPRAY 16oz
Item # 0035
Recommended to stop damaging and unwanted chewing,
biting, gnawing, and licking, even for bandaged areas.
This veterinarian formulated solution is a safe, bitter taste
deterrent your dog will dislike.

CHEWABLE CALMING 60ct
Item # 0077
This veterinarian special formulation contains chamomile
and tryptophan and helps maintain contentment during
separation, travel, motion sickness and tension caused by
changes in your pet’s daily routine and they are an enticing
liver flavored chewable tablet your dog will love.

BITTER SPRAY 32oz
Item # 0115
Discourage your dog from chewing and destroying his or her
bandages or other items that you want to protect with Vet
Worthy® Bitter Spray. The convenient spray formula allows
safe and easy application to most surfaces, and uses a bittering agent to help make objects unappealing to your canine.
Item # 0079
Item # 0078

CALMING + HEMP Soft Chew 30ct
Item # 0124
This proprietary blend helps soothe and calm. Key
ingredients of Hemp Powder, Hemp Seed Oil, and
Hemp Full Spectrum.

Item # 0124

Item # 0031

Item # 0118

CHEWABLE STOP STOOL INGESTION 60ct
Item # 0078
Recommended to deter dogs from consuming their own feces and
the feces of other dogs. This veterinarian special formulation is in
an enticing liver flavored chewable tablet your dog will love.

SOFT CHEW PROBIOTIC 45ct
Item # 0031
Recommended for digestive health support for dogs. This
veterinarian special formulation helps to support the
digestion and absorption of essential nutrients and are an
enticing liver flavored soft chew your dog will love.

CHEWABLE STOP STOOL INGESTION 120ct
Item # 0079
Recommended to deter dogs from consuming their own feces and
the feces of other dogs. This veterinarian special formulation is in
an enticing liver flavored chewable tablet your dog will love.

PROBIOTIC CAPSULES 60ct
Item # 0118
Recommended for digestive health support for dogs. This
veterinarian special formulation helps to support the
digestion and absorption of essential nutrients. Comes in a
capsule that can be easily opened and sprinkled over food
or given orally
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Item # 0030

SOFT CHEW CALMING 45ct
Item # 0029
Recommended for dogs with stress and anxiety. This veterinarian special formulation contains chamomile and tryptophan
and helps maintain contentment during separation, travel,
motion sickness and tension caused by changes in your pet’s
daily routine and they are an enticing liver flavored soft chew
your dog will love.

SOFT CHEW STOP STOOL INGESTION 45ct
Item # 0030
Recommended to deter dogs from consuming their own feces and
the feces of other dogs. This veterinarian special formulation is in
an enticing liver flavored soft chew your dog will love.

A division of FLP, LLC
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TOOTHBRUSH 3pk
Item # 0016
Recommended to help maintain clean teeth and gum
health. These brushes have and angled head to reach
every tooth with two style bristle heads on each brush.
These brushes are specially designed for dogs.

DENTAL HEALTH
Item # 0016

HIDE-A-PILL

Item # 0020

Item # 0018

Item # 0116

Item # 0114

DENTAL CARE KIT
Item # 0020
Recommended to help maintain clean teeth and
gum health. This kit includes (1) tube of beef
flavored toothpaste, (1) toothbrush and (2) soft
finger toothbrushes for optimal oral cleaning care
for your pet.

SOFT FINGER TOOTHBRUSH 2pk
Item # 0018
Recommended to help maintain clean teeth and
gum health. These soft rubber bristles help clean
hard to reach areas.

HIDE-A-PILL
Item # 0116
Vet Worthy® veterinarian formulated Hide-A-Pill dough
is designed to hide medications or supplements in a
delicious hickory-flavored wrap your pet will think is a
treat. Unlike cheese, peanut butter or other human food
used to disguise supplements and pills, Vetworthy™
Hide-A-Pill won’t interfere with weight loss efforts, so
it’s perfect for pets of all ages.

SKIN & COAT HIDE-A-PILL
Item # 0114
Veterinarian formulation is recommended to support
healthy skin and coat with Omega Fatty Acids and is an
enticing hickory flavored pill dough that dogs love.

Item # 0110

Item # 0046

Item # 0045

Item # 0047

Item # 0113

Item # 0122

SPARKLING BREATH 16oz
Item # 0046
Recommended to help control plaque and tartar build-up
and freshen breath in dogs. This veterinarian formulated
mint flavored additive eliminates bad bacteria in the
mouth and reduces digestive system odors and is a crisp
flavor your dog will love.

CALMING HIDE-A-PILL
Item # 0110
Veterinarian formulation is recommended to help your dog
stay calm and relaxed and is an enticing hickory flavored
pill dough that dogs love. This balanced formula contains
chamomile, tryptophan and l-theanine to help maintain
contentment caused by changes in your pet’s daily routine.

PRE & PROBIOTIC HIDE-A-PILL
Item # 0113
Veterinarian formulation is recommended to help support
the digestion and absorption of essential nutrients and is
an enticing hickory flavored pill dough that dogs love.
Item # 0119

SPARKLING BREATH 8oz
Item # 0045

TOOTHPASTE 3oz
Item # 0047
Recommended to help maintain clean teeth and
gum health in dogs. This veterinarian specially
formulated enzymatic toothpaste helps reduce
plaque and bacterial build-up while freshening
breath in a peanut butter flavor your dog will love.
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JOINT HIDE-A-PILL
Item # 0119
Veterinarian formulation is recommended for early joint
care support and is an enticing hickory flavored pill dough
that dogs love. This balanced formula enhances the
functions of the joint and connective tissue to ease joint
stiffness due to normal daily exercise and activity.

CHEWABLE TOOTHPASTE 60ct
Item # 0122
Recommended to help maintain clean teeth and
gum health in dogs. Includes Zeolites (keeps plaque
from sticking to teeth) and Propilis (effective against
bad breath).

A division of FLP, LLC
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WOUND SPRAY 4oz
Item # 0043
Recommended for dogs to help soothe and heal minor cuts, scrapes
and scratches. This veterinarian solution formula helps kill germs
that cause infection like topical bacteria, ringworm and viruses.

FIRST AID
Item # 0043

EAR AND EYE
Item # 0042

Item # 0037

Item # 0081

Item # 0039

TEAR STAIN CLEANER 4oz
Item # 0039
Recommended to help clean tear and saliva stains from
coat. This veterinarian formulated solution is gentle and
helps to restore the fur around the eye area.

Item # 0041

ANTI-ITCH SPRAY 8oz
Item # 0042
Recommended for dog’s itching and scratching irritated skin
caused by hot spots and minor irritations like pollen, allergy,
dermatitis and other skin problems. This veterinarian formulated
solution is gentle and provides fast soothing relief.

EYE WASH 4oz
Item # 0041
Recommended to help cleanse and relieve
eye irritation. This veterinarian formulated
solution also helps eliminate tear stains
and remove debris.

LIQUID BANDAGE 4oz
Item # 0081
Recommended for dog’s skin abrasions like minor cuts and
scrapes. This veterinarian formulated solution is gentle and
provides a quick seal that will wear off as skin heals.

EAR FLUSH 8oz
Item # 0037
Recommended to help clean ears and dissolve wax
build-up. This veterinarian formulated solution is
gentle with a light, pleasant scent.

PAW PAD SHIELD 2oz
Item # 0044
Recommended to prevent damage and condition paws. This
veterinarian formulated safe and natural wax helps with prevention of paw pad injury.

Item # 0082

Item # 0083

Item # 0038

EAR CLEANSE PADS 90ct
Item # 0038
Recommended to help clean ears and
dissolve wax build-up and remove dirt. This
veterinarian formula is gentle with a light,
pleasant scent.

Item # 0040

Item # 0044

HYDROCORTISONE SPRAY 4oz
Item # 0082
Recommended to soothe dog’s itching, flea bites, dermatitis, eczema
or other skin irritations. This veterinarian solution formula comes in an
easy-to-use spray bottle for fast application and relief for your dog.

ANTI-DIARRHEA LIQUID 8oz
Item # 0083
Recommended to help provide relief for upset stomach. This
veterinarian special formula helps provide relief of diarrhea,
stomach cramping and discomfort in puppies and dogs.

TEAR STAIN PADS 90ct
Item # 0040
Recommended to help easily clean tear and
saliva stains from coat. This veterinarian formula
is gentle with a light, pleasant scent and helps to
restore fur around the eye area.
Item # 0080

Item # 0156

KENNEL COUGH DROPS
Item # 0156
Supports a healthy inflammatory response and may
provide temporary relief from dry coughs.

STYPTIC POWDER .5oz
Item # 0080
This veterinarian formulated powder is recommended to help
stop bleeding caused by clipping nails, tail docking and other
minor cuts and scrapes.
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MEDICAL SUPPLIES
Vet Worthy® protective collars are recommended
to help prevent dogs from reaching injuries, rashes
or post-surgery wounds. This durable fabric soft
collar allows dogs to eat and drink easily, is softer
and more gentle on your dog’s neck than a stiff
cone and features a security strap with secure fit
Velcro closure.

Item # 0002

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

Item # 0004

Item # 0013

Item # 0015

Item # 0017

PROTECTIVE COLLAR - SMALL
Item # 0013

INFLATABLE COLLAR - XS
Item # 0002

Neck size (5.75in - 9.95in)
Circumference (14.61cm- 24.13cm)

(Up to 6 inches)

INFLATABLE COLLAR - S
Item # 0004

Vet Worthy® protective collars are recommended to help prevent dogs from reaching
post-surgery wounds, medicines, hot spot
or other skin irritations. This adjustable,
lightweight, flexible, comfort edging cone
aids in the prevention of licking and
self-inflicted wounds.

PROTECTIVE COLLAR - MEDIUM
Item # 0015

Item # 0019
Item # 0006

Item # 0008

Neck size (7.25in - 12.25in)
Circumference (18.42cm- 31.12cm)

(6-10 inches)

Item # 0021

PROTECTIVE COLLAR - LARGE
Item # 0017

INFLATABLE COLLAR - M
Item # 0006

(10-13 inches)

INFLATABLE COLLAR - L
Item # 0008

Neck size (9.5in - 15.5in)
Circumference (24.13cm- 39.37cm)

PROTECTIVE COLLAR - X-LARGE
Item # 0019

Item # 0010

(13 – 18 inches)

Neck size (12.25in - 21in)
Circumference (31.12cm- 53.34cm)

INFLATABLE COLLAR - XL
Item # 0010

PROTECTIVE COLLAR - XX-LARGE
Item # 0021

(18 inches and up)

Neck size (15.25in - 25in)
Circumference (38.74cm - 63.50cm)
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MEDICAL SUPPLIES
Item # 0001

MEDICAL SUPPLIES
Item # 0011

Item # 0005

Item # 0014

DIGITAL THERMOMETER
Item # 0001

HEMOSTAT
Item # 0011

Recommended for safe removal of ticks,
burrs, thorns, etc. This specialized grab
and hold tool is great for all pets.

Recommended to measure the rectal
temperature of your pet. It has a temperature range of 90-108° Fahrenheit with an
accuracy of + or – 0.2° Fahrenheit.
DROPPERS 2pk
Item # 0014

Recommended for easier administration
of oral liquids or oral feeding. These
droppers provide an easy application for
any liquids to all pets.
ORAL SYRINGE 35CC
Item # 0005

Recommended for easy oral feeding or
medicating your pet.
Item # 0023
Item # 0009

Item # 0024

Item # 0003

SELF-ADHERING WRAP - PAWS
Item # 0023

Recommended to hold bandages
securely in place, even when wet. This
self-adhering wrap is 2 inches by 5
yards (50mm X 4.75m) stretched and
comes in red, blue and green.

CANINE NURSING KIT
Item # 0009

Recommended as a feeding delivery
system for orphaned or newborn
dogs when mothers can’t provide
enough milk. This kit includes (1)
two-ounce bottle, (1) bottle brush
and (5) different nipples for optimal
feeding preference.

SELF-ADHERING WRAP - DOTS
Item # 0024

Recommended to hold bandages
securely in place, even when wet. This
self-adhering wrap is 2 inches by 5
yards (50mm X 4.75m) stretched and
comes in red, blue and green.
Item # 0012

FELINE NURSING KIT
Item # 0012
Recommended as a feeding delivery system
for orphaned or newborn cats when mothers
can’t provide enough milk. This kit includes (1)
two-ounce bottle, (1) bottle brush and (5) different
nipples for optimal feeding preference.

PILL GUN
Item # 0003

Recommended to easily dispense
capsules and tablets to your pet.
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LAWN AIDS

FELINE TOPICALS
Item # 0048

POTTY ROCKS
Item # 0120
Recommended to add the paramagnetic
igneous rock from the USA to a dog’s water
bowl and help to filter out impurities like
nitrites that cause grass to turn brown.

Item # 0052

Item # 0051

EAR FLUSH 4oz
Item # 0048
Recommended to help clean ears and dissolve wax
build-up. This veterinarian formulated solution is
gentle with a light, pleasant scent.

Item # 0120

TEAR STAIN CLEANER 4oz
Item # 0052
Recommended to help easily clean tear and saliva stains
from coat. This veterinarian formula is gentle with a light,
pleasant scent and helps to restore fur around the eye area.
POTTY HYDRANT
Item # 0022
Pheromone-infused yard stake for potty
training dogs which encourages urination
in a designated spot. Helps make yard
cleanup and maintenance easier.

Item # 0022

ANTI-ITCH SPRAY 4oz
Item # 0051
Recommended for cat’s itching and scratching irritated skin
caused by hot spots and minor irritations like pollen, allergy,
dermatitis and other skin problems. This veterinarian formulated solution is gentle and provides fast soothing relief.

Item # 0086

Item # 0085

Item # 0053

STYPTIC POWDER .5oz
Item # 0085
This veterinarian formulated power is recommended to help
stop bleeding caused by clipping nails, declawing and other
minor cuts and scrapes.

ANTI-DIARRHEA LIQUID 4oz
Item # 0086
Recommended to help provide relief for upset stomach. This
veterinarian special formula helps provide relief of diarrhea,
stomach cramping and discomfort in kittens and cats.

WOUND SPRAY 4oz
Item # 0053
Recommended for cats to help soothe and heal minor cuts,
scrapes and scratches. This veterinarian solution formula
helps kill germs that cause infection like topical bacteria,
ringworm and viruses and helps to protect and heal skin.
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FELINE INGESTIBLES

FELINE INGESTIBLES
Item # 0063

LYSINE PAW GEL 3oz
Item # 0088
Recommended to help support the immune system.
This veterinarian formulated paw gel is amino acid
support in an enticing salmon flavor your cat will love.

Item # 0088

Item # 0084

Item # 0050

Item # 0049

Item # 0055

HAIRBALL PAW GEL AID 5oz
Item # 0050
Recommended to help reduce hairball formation. This
veterinarian formulated paw gel is an enticing fish flavor
your cat will love.

CALMING PAW GEL AID 3oz
Item # 0084
Recommended to help soothe and calm cats
with stress and anxiety. This veterinarian special
formulation contains chamomile and passion flower
to help maintain contentment during tension caused
by changes in your pet’s daily routine in an enticing
salmon flavored paw gel your cat will love.

URINARY PAW GEL AID 3oz
Item # 0055
Recommended for urinary tract support helping promote
proper urine and mineral balance and maintain normal
bladder health and control. This veterinarian formulation is
an enticing salmon flavored paw gel your cat will love.

HAIRBALL PAW GEL AID 3oz
Item # 0049
Recommended to help reduce hairball formation. This
veterinarian formulated paw gel is an enticing fish flavor
your cat will love.

Item # 0032
Item # 0034

Item # 0094

Item # 0033

SOFT CHEW LYSINE 60ct
Item # 0034
Recommended for amino acid support in cats. This veterinarian special formula helps support overall health and immune
system functions and are an enticing chicken liver flavored soft
chew your cat will love.

FINISH LINE PETS

Item # 0054

SOFT CHEW HAIRBALL AID 45ct
Item # 0032
Recommended to support the reduction of hairball
build-up with Omega-3 fatty acids. This veterinarian
special formulation is in an enticing fish flavored soft
chew your cat will love.

MILK REPLACEMENT 12oz
Item # 0094
This veterinarian formulated nutritional supplement
is enriched with colostrum and is recommended for
kittens, pregnant, lactating elderly or recovering cats.

SOFT CHEW URINARY AID 45ct
Item # 0033
Recommended for urinary tract support helping promote
proper urine and mineral balance and maintain normal bladder health and control. This veterinarian formulation is an
enticing chicken liver flavored soft chew your cat will love.
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WILD SALMON OIL BLEND 8oz
Item # 0063
Recommended to support healthy skin and coat
for cats. This veterinarian formula includes
natural EPA & DHA omega-3 fatty acids and has
an enticing fish flavor your cat will love.

SPARKLING BREATH 8oz
Item # 0054
Recommended to help control plaque and tartar
build-up and freshen breath in cats. This veterinarian
formulated mint flavored additive eliminates bad
bacteria in the mouth and reduces digestive system
odors and is a crisp flavor your cat will love.
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